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Abstract

Well-established statistical methods exist to estimate variation in a number of key

demographic rates from field data, including life-history transition probabilities and

reproductive success per attempt. However, our understanding of the processes

underlying population change remains incomplete without knowing the number of

reproductive attempts individuals make annually; this is a key demographic rate for

which we have no satisfactory method of estimating. Using census data to estimate this

parameter from requires disaggregating the overlying temporal distributions of first and

subsequent breeding attempts. We describe a Bayesian mixture method to estimate the

annual number of reproductive attempts from field data to provide a new tool for

demographic inference. We validate our method using comprehensive data on

individually-marked song sparrows Melospiza melodia, and then apply it to more typical

nest record data collected over 45 years on yellowhammers Emberiza citrinella. We

illustrate the utility of our method by testing, and rejecting, the hypothesis that declines

in UK yellowhammer populations have occurred concurrently with declines in annual

breeding frequency.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

A key aim in ecology is to predict reliably the spatial and

temporal dynamics of natural populations. Such under-

standing requires detailed knowledge of patterns of variation

in several key demographic rates, especially survival,

dispersal and the frequency and success of reproductive

attempts by individual animals (Pease & Grzybowski 1995;

Lande et al. 2003). However, it is difficult, in practice, to

collect sufficient demographic data to allow detailed

estimation of the demographic rates. Indeed, a major,

recent advance in population ecology has been the

development and application of rigorous statistical methods

to estimate demographic rates from incomplete or uncertain

empirical monitoring data already available for many species

worldwide. For example, sophisticated capture–mark–

recapture models are now used to estimate apparent

survival, migration and life-history transition probabilities

from individual encounter histories, for species where only a

fraction of all individuals can be observed in any given
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census (Lebreton et al. 1992; Nichols et al. 2005). Similar

probabilistic frameworks have been used to estimate the

success of individual reproductive attempts (Mayfield 1961;

Johnson 1979; Aebischer 1999). However, there is, as yet,

no satisfactory method to determine the number of

reproductive attempts that individuals make annually, except

where these can be directly counted by the continuous

observation of marked individuals (Thompson et al. 2001).

Because variation in breeding frequency can greatly influ-

ence an individual�s total seasonal reproductive output and

population growth rate (Pease & Grzybowski 1995; Wilson

& Arcese 2003), the lack of an appropriate method to

estimate breeding frequency currently precludes the com-

prehensive analysis of demographic change in many free-

living species (Siriwardena et al. 2000).

Direct measurement of the number of reproductive

attempts that individuals make within a season requires

continuous monitoring of a sample of marked animals in

nature – a goal that is, at best, time-consuming but often

impossible. Accurate data on individual breeding frequency

are therefore available from a relatively few intensively

studied species within restricted study areas (e.g. Thomson &

Cotton 1999; Hansson et al. 2000; Browne & Aebischer 2004;

Nagy & Holmes 2005; Weggler 2006). In contrast, incomplete

data on breeding frequency are often collected opportunis-

tically through census-based studies. Such monitoring pro-

grammes may collect data in large quantities. For example, in

the UK, each year amateur ornithologists locate about 30 000

nests of a range of bird species, which is used to report

estimated annual laying dates (Crick et al. 2003). Methods able

to exploit such opportunistic data sets to estimate the mean

number of breeding attempts per individual per season have

the potential to improve substantially the reliability of

analyses aimed at identifying key demographic factors

affecting population growth rate. Here, we propose, and

then test, a statistical method designed to estimate the mean

number of breeding attempts made by individuals each year

from routinely collected data on the population-wide,

temporal distribution of reproductive attempts.

Robust estimates of the annual number of reproductive

attempts per individual should greatly improve our ability to

predict population trends, as we will then have access to

methods that predict survival, migration, reproductive

output per attempt and the number of attempts. This

inability to estimate all parameters has handicapped us to

date. For example, despite considerable research, the

underlying cause of recent declines in many western

European populations of farmland birds remains uncertain

(Donald et al. 2001; Newton 2004). One key hypothesis is

that these population declines are due to a reduction in the

mean number of reproductive attempts made by individuals

each season (Siriwardena et al. 2000), perhaps due to earlier

harvesting of crops (Donald et al. 2002). This hypothesis

remains largely untested, however (but see Browne &

Aebischer 2004), due to a lack of comprehensive data on

temporal and spatial variation in individual breeding

frequency for a representative sample of species.

Here, we present a new Bayesian mixture method to

estimate breeding frequency, defined as the average number

of breeding attempts made per individual per season, from

data describing the temporal distribution of breeding

attempts observed at the population level. We assess the

performance of the method using data on individual

breeding frequency from an intensive 30-year study of song

sparrows Melospiza melodia, where the phenology and

breeding history of over 300 individually marked females

has been accurately documented (Smith 2006). We then

apply our method to an opportunistically collected data set

describing the temporal distribution of breeding attempts in

yellowhammers Emberiza citrinella, a European farmland bird

that has experienced substantial population decline. By

illustrating the estimation of temporal variation in breeding

frequency for a species where comprehensive data from

marked individuals are unavailable, we demonstrate how this

is a valuable new tool for demographic inference. We

demonstrate its utility by testing the hypothesis that declines

of farmland birds in the UK are a consequence of

reductions in the mean annual number of reproductive

attempts by individual breeding birds.

M A T E R I A L A N D M E T H O D S

Principle of the method

Our aim is to estimate the mean number of breeding

attempts made per individual per year, hereafter B, from the

temporal distribution of breeding dates. In the absence of a

direct measure of mean breeding frequency of N breeding

pairs, this information can be estimated from the propor-

tion, p1, of observed breeding attempts that are an individual

pair�s first breeding attempt of the season. This is because,

by definition, the total number of breeding attempts (Nt) is

the sum of the number of first breeding attempts (N1 = N,

because by definition each breeding pair must have a first

breeding attempt) plus the number of subsequent breeding

attempts (N2+). For example, if N = 20 breeding pairs

attempted Nt = 60 broods in one year, then N1 = 20 were

first attempts and N2+ = 40 were subsequent attempts. The

average number of breeding attempts per pair is

(60 ⁄ 20) = 3, which can in general be derived from the

formula B = (Nt ⁄ N) = (Nt ⁄ N1) = 1 ⁄ p1.

The estimation of p1 from available data is therefore the

statistical challenge that needs to be solved. To do so, we

used a �mixture model� (Congdon 2001), a statistical method

that allows the properties of mixtures of overlapping

distributions to be described quantitatively.
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Data and model

We now consider the task of estimating p1 from the

temporal distribution of observed breeding dates for a

population of interest. We initially made three assumptions

regarding the population-wide distribution of breeding dates

within any one year.

Assumption 1

The distribution of first breeding dates is sufficiently distinct

from the distribution of breeding dates of subsequent

broods to enable a two-component mixture model to be

satisfactorily fit to the distribution of all observed breeding

dates. This enables the proportion of observed breeding

attempts that comprise first ( p1) and subsequent (1 ) p1)

attempts to be estimated, as required to estimate B. The two

components must reflect a population-wide pattern, not

different breeding cohorts.

Assumption 2

The distribution of breeding dates of the first attempts can

reasonably be approximated by a skew-normal distribution

with location, scale and shape parameters to be estimated

from data. The flexibility of this distribution, compared to

the standard normal distribution, should accommodate

common situations, for example, where most pairs breed

almost as soon as climatic constraints permit combined with

an asymmetrically heavy right tail of relatively late breeders

(Weggler 2006). Other standard distributions, such as the

gamma, would equally fit right skews with three para-

meters (to allow for the arbitrary choice of zero on the

calendar day scale) but lack flexibility to potential

left-skewed data.

Assumption 3

The breeding dates of all subsequent attempts follow a

standard normal distribution with mean and variance

parameters to be estimated from the data. The use of the

standard normal distribution can be justified here from the

multiplicity of influences on subsequent breeding dates,

including failures at varying times of first broods and

multiple repeat broods.

Writing the probability density function of the skewed

normal distribution with location l1, scale r1 and shape

parameter a as SN(X, l1, r1, a), and writing the probability

density function of the standard normal distribution with

mean l2 and standard deviation r2 as N(X, l2, r2), then the

probability density function of a mixture containing a

proportion p1 from the first distribution is given by

f ðX Þ ¼ p1SNðX ; l1; r1; aÞ þ ð1� p1ÞN ðX ; l2; r2Þ ð1Þ
Because we wish to ensure l2 > l1, we later find it

convenient to write eqn 1 using l2 = l1 + d, with d > 0.

Model estimation

The above model can be relatively easily fitted to available

data on population-wide distributions of observed breeding

dates within a Bayesian framework using Markov chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. In this study we are

concerned with historical data coming from long-term nest

record schemes that present highly variable amounts of

information across years. The Bayesian hierarchical

approach enables the efficient use of sparse data by sharing

information from different sources (Congdon 2001). Shar-

ing information can be achieved in two ways. First, by

incorporating random effects that smooth model parame-

ters over a number of groups, which could be species, years,

populations or classes of individuals within a population for

instance. Including year as a random effect enabled us to

obtain year-specific estimates of p1 from all years contained

within multi-year data sets. Such use of random effects

modelling is particularly useful in a mixture distribution

context where data quantity or quality varies among years, as

for some years, data may be sparse or the combined

distribution may show little separation into the components.

In either case, it would not be possible to fit the model to

such years individually. Second, the Bayesian method allows

formal inclusion of prior information, for example param-

eter estimates from previous studies on other populations of

the same or similar species.

When fitting eqn 1 to multi-year data sets of observed

breeding dates, four of the six parameters were allowed to

vary between years. We found that the skewness parameter

could not be sufficiently informed from the data in many

years due to small sample sizes and so was considered to be

fixed. The year-specific model can thus be written as:

f ðX Þ ¼ p1iSNðX ;l1i;r1i;aÞ þ ð1� p1iÞN ðX ;l1i þ d;r2iÞ
ð2Þ

Parameters allowed to take year-specific values are denoted

by the subscript i. The year-specific mixing proportions p1i

were assumed to follow a Normal distribution on the logit

scale, thus: logit(p1i) � N(mp, sp). The differences l2i )
l1i = d were assumed to be constant across years.

Given our Bayesian framework, a final step in model

building requires declaring priors for the underlying fixed

parameters and the parameters describing distributions of

random effects. These were chosen to be uninformative

bounded within the limits of realistic parameter values.

In order to estimate the parameters of the breeding date

distributions and the proportion p1 of first and subsequent

broods, we fitted our model by MCMC simulation using

OpenBUGS 2.2.0 (BUGS code given in Appendix S1 in

Supporting Information) called from R�s BRugs library

http://mathstat.helsinki.fi/openbugs/ (Thomas et al. 2006;
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R Development Core Team 2007). We used 500 000

updates of the model, after discarding a burn-in set of

5000. To reduce autocorrelation in the MCMC chain, one in

100 updates was kept to form the posterior sample.

Application when all laying dates are observed

To validate our mixture model method for estimating the

average number of breeding attempts made per individual per

year from distributions of observed laying dates, we used

long-term life-history data from a song sparrow population

resident on Mandarte Island, British Columbia, Canada. This

small (4–74 breeding pairs) population has been subject to

continuous study since 1975 (Smith 2006), when all

population members were initially colour-ringed and, there-

after, the number and date of all reproductive attempts made

annually by each breeding female were comprehensively

documented, as described in Smith (2006). Briefly, all

occupied territories were visited annually each 3–5 days

from March to August, and all nests were located and

monitored to fledging or failure. Laying dates were deter-

mined directly for nests located before clutch completion or

back-calculated precisely by observing hatching dates, chick

size and development for nests found subsequently. For our

analyses here, we used the number of breeding attempts per

female, because pair-based estimates underestimate the true

number of breeding attempts per season when females mate

with more than one territorial male in a season. Excluding

5.7% of nests for which laying dates were not determined

exactly left us with 2532 nests (from 11 to 179 per year). First

and last breeding, breeding season length and the number of

attempts made by each individual varied markedly among

years, reflecting variation in climate and population density

(Wilson & Arcese 2003; Smith 2006). We fitted the mixture

model to the observed distribution of laying dates across all

years of the study after centring by year, estimated p1 and

hence B, and then compared estimated values Best to the true

observed values Bobs.

To validate our assumptions in the case of the yellow-

hammer, we used data collected during May to August

2005–2006 as part of a short-term, intensive study at five

sites in Aberdeenshire, Scotland (Douglas et al. 2009). All

nests were located by mapping territorial males and

observing breeding behaviour. Nests containing eggs were

visited about every 3 days to determine hatch date.

Individual pairs were identified by colour rings, plumage

characteristics or by their spatial isolation from other pairs.

First egg date was calculated by extrapolating back using the

age of the brood, by observing the hatching date or by

comparison to broods of known age, assuming that one egg

was laid each day, that incubation commenced upon

completion of the clutch and lasted 13 days. These data

allowed us to estimate directly the number of breeding

attempts made per individual per year (Bobs) and to examine

the degree to which overall distributions of laying dates

fulfilled assumptions 1–3 of our mixture model. Sample

sizes were however too small for us to attempt fitting the

mixture model to these data.

Effect of sample size on estimates of breeding frequency

We assessed the properties of the mixture model estimate of

p1 in relation to sample size using simulated data sets with

total sample size N varying from 400 to as few as 25 nest

records, in order to exclude other sources of variation, such

as the violation of model assumptions. We drew laying dates

from two distributions with fixed parameters: (1) a skew-

normal distribution simulating first reproductive attempts

with location = )35, scale = 20 and skewness = 2; (2) a

normal distribution simulating all subsequent reproductive

attempts with location = 35 and scale = 20. The target

proportion of first reproductive attempts was set to

p1 = 0.6, corresponding to an average of 1.67 attempts

per breeding pair. Each data item was drawn from

distribution (1) with probability p1 and from (2) otherwise

(Fig. S2.1 in Appendix S2). For each sample size N, we

simulated 100 data sets and estimated the parameters and

mixing proportion of the underlying distributions, using the

same model as for the song sparrow and yellowhammer

(BTO, UK-wide) data sets, albeit without random effects

associated with year.

Application when only a sample of laying dates is
observed

After validating our method and assumptions across data

sets for which B was observed directly, we then applied it

to estimate B using a large, multi-year data set of

observed laying dates for yellowhammers where B was not

observed directly. These data comprised ad hoc observa-

tions of first egg dates for yellowhammers obtained from

the British Trust for Ornithology�s Nest Record Scheme,

covering 1960–2004. As nests are typically revisited at

intervals of several days, first egg dates can be estimated

within a range of calculated minimum and maximum

possible dates (for a comprehensive account of the Nest

Record Scheme, see Crick et al. 2003). For simplicity, we

used the mid-point of this interval as the estimated laying

date of each nest. The analysis was based on 6286 nests

(from 36 to 254 nests per year). Yellowhammers declined

substantially in the UK after about 1985, a decline that

may partly reflect reduced breeding frequency (Siriwardena

et al. 2000). To test this hypothesis, we fitted a mixture

model to yearly distributions of observed breeding dates,

estimated p1est and hence Best for each year to test

whether Best declined after 1985.
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R E S U L T S

Validation of initial assumptions using individual-based
data

We isolated the first and the subsequent breeding attempts

from each intensive study (Mandarte song sparrows and

Scottish yellowhammers) and tested whether a normal or a

skew-normal model fitted each data subset best. Across the

long-term song sparrow data, laying dates for first breeding

attempts only were best fitted by a skew-normal distribution

with location l = )35.8, scale r = 17.3, shape a = 2.5

(posterior means of MCMC fits) according to model DIC

(Fig. 1a and see Table S3.1 in Appendix S3). Dates for all the

subsequent breeding attempts (excluding data corresponding

to first attempts) were fitted best by a normal distribution with

l = 15.5 and r = 17.5 (Fig. 1a). Across the intensive

Scottish yellowhammer study, the distribution of laying dates

was fitted best by a skew-normal distribution with l = 35.4,

r = 17.9, a = 4.7, and a normal distribution with l = 94.9,

r = 17.0, for first and subsequent attempts respectively (see

Fig. 1b and Table S3.1 in Appendix S3). Assumptions (2) and

(3) were therefore supported for both species. Inspection of

single years� data clearly indicates bimodality in every data set,

and we therefore do not consider a unimodal model.

Validation of mixture model using song sparrow data

Across the long-term song sparrow date, the grand mean

number of breeding attempts made per female per year (Bobs)

was 2.51 ± 0.29 (mean ± SD, ranging from 2.15 to 3.50). The

equivalent summaries produced by the mixture model, namely

the mean and standard deviation of annual B estimates�
posterior mean, were 2.50 and 0.18 respectively (ranging from

2.16 to 2.86). Hence, the estimated grand mean B was

indistinguishable from the observed grand mean Bobs.

Comparison of Best and Bobs showed that annual

estimates were relatively imprecise but correlated with the

corresponding observed values (r = 0.32). Five points were

poorly estimated, of which two were major outliers

(Fig. 2a,b). Poor or aberrant estimates were easily spotted

by examining model fit to laying date distributions in

individual years (see examples in Fig. 2c–f). Poor fit was

typically due to laying dates not being distinctly bimodal

(first and successive attempts became confounded hence

violating initial assumption (1) in years with high numbers of

nests (e.g. 1985 and 1986, Fig. 2d) or to very atypical

breeding phenology (e.g. 1990, Fig. 2e).

Effect of sample size on estimates of breeding frequency

We simulated data sets with total sample size N varying

from 400 to as few as 25 nest records, in order to evaluate

the performance of our method with small data sets. In our

simulations, the estimates of the number of reproductive

attempts tend to be slightly biased low ( p1 overestimated)

for all sample sizes (Fig. 3). For sample sizes at least 100, the

coefficient of variation is near 0.11 and precision improves

only marginally by increasing sample size.

Application of mixture model to yellowhammer data

Application of the mixture model to the long-term UK nest

record scheme data produced estimates of B from 1960 to

2004. These models suggested that nesting phenology

differed markedly before the start of population decline
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Figure 1 (a) Distribution of song sparrow first egg dates on

Mandarte Island from 1975 to 2005. First egg dates have been

centred within each year in order to remove annual variation in the

timing of breeding. Successive broods are superimposed (higher

order broods front most). Continuous lines represent kernel density

estimates of the data for first broods (left) and subsequent broods

(right). Dashed lines are modelled densities: left, assuming a skew-

normal distribution with location l = )35.8, standard deviation

r = 17.3, shape a = 2.5; and right, assuming a normal distribution

with l = 15.5 and r = 17.5. ( b) Distribution of laying dates for first

and subsequent breeding attempts for yellowhammers in the Scottish

study sites (Day 1 = 1 April). White: first attempts. Grey: subsequent

attempts. Shading lines show third attempts. Continuous and dashed

lines are kernel smoothers of empirical and modelled distributions

respectively. Laying dates were modelled assuming a skew normal

distribution with l = 35.4, r = 17.9, a = 4.7, and a normal

distribution with l = 94.9, r = 17.0, for first and subsequent

attempts respectively (see Results).
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compared to after the decline was occurring (around 1985),

with a smaller proportion of nests being first attempts after

1985 (Fig. 4). The grand mean B was 1.66 ± 0.27, with

estimates ranging from 1.27 to 2.37 across years. Although

no trend over time was formally included in the model of

breeding frequency, the results certainly do not support the

hypothesis that the number of breeding attempts is

declining: on the contrary, our model provides more

support for an increase in the number of breeding attempts

concurrent with the period of yellowhammer population

decline (Figs 4 and 5).

D I S C U S S I O N

Census data from population monitoring programmes often

allow estimation of demographic parameters including

survival and reproductive success (brood or litter size).

However, estimating the number of breeding attempts for

the many taxa that can breed more than once per season

(including insects, fish, small birds and mammals) is

problematic. Here we proposed a new Bayesian mixture-

model method to disentangle the overlapping distributions.

We then tested this on simulated data and data from two

bird species. Application of the method to a large data set of

a farmland bird in decline indicates that the decline is not

driven by a reduction in reproductive performance.

Successes and limitations of the approach

Our mixture model successfully estimated the grand mean

number of breeding attempts made per individual per year

(Bobs) in the intensively studied song sparrow population on

Mandarte Island. Annual estimates of B were moderately

correlated with observed Bobs, which is notable given the

limited data available for some years from this small

population. Whether model parameters are best considered

as random or fixed effects is a modelling decision that will

be affected partly by what is believed about variation

between years, partly by the amount of data available for

each year, as sharing the available information between years
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Figure 2 Model output for Mandarte song

sparrows, comparing (a) observed (crosses in

squares) and estimated (dots, with 95% credible

interval) number of breeding attempts per year

over time. Dot size reflects the total number of

nests found. Arrows point to the years detailed

in panels (c)–(f ); ( b) Relationship between

observed and estimated number of breeding

attempts per year. The diagonal shows equality

between estimates and observed values, vertical

lines show 1975–2005 averages for observed

(thin continuous) and estimated values (thick

dashed); (c–f) Typical examples of first egg date

distributions for individual years: smooth lines

represent density estimates (observed and fitted

by the model) as in Fig. 1, vertical lines, left to

right, are mean first egg date for observed first

and subsequent broods respectively. (c) and (f)

are typical years with satisfactory model fit; (d)

is an example of poor model fit due to a

unimodal distribution of first egg dates; (e)

shows an atypical distribution of first egg dates,

with exceptionally early first broods, classical

dates for re-nesting and very few nests in total.
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will produce more robust estimates, and partly by the quality

of fit to the data. Assuming that year-specific values of p1,

say p1i, are drawn from the same hyperdistribution over all

years comes with both the risks and benefits of shrinking

the estimates of p1i towards the mean. This is best

exemplified by the close to average song sparrow estimate

of B in 1990, while the true number of nesting attempts was

exceptionally high, but the amount of information was very

limited due to low population size. Other poor estimates of

B between the mid-1980s and 1990s are related to years with

high overlap between the distribution of first and

subsequent breeding attempts that reduced our ability to

distinguish among them and, thus, our capacity to estimate

B accurately. Here it was our choice to keep the model very

simple in order to demonstrate the potential and limits of

the approach. In studies where the precision of individual

estimates is essential and the amount of information

sufficient, further effort may be put on accommodating

the idiosyncrasies of the data set, by allowing adequate

parameters to vary. We have in fact tried different

combinations of fixed and random effects with the

Mandarte�s song sparrow data set (Table S3.3 in Appen-

dix S3). We found that treating all year-specific parameter

values as fixed effects except one (p1i) seemed to work best

for us, as otherwise some of the corresponding estimates of

Bi were highly unrealistic. However, there is no reason for

this to be a general rule and some methodological work is

required following our demonstration of the potential for

this approach.

This suggests that our method, within comparable

conditions (i.e. number of data available and identifiability

of the underlying distributions), is at least suitable for

detecting broad trends in the number of breeding attempts,

but that individual annual estimates should be treated more

cautiously when sample size is small or the assumptions of

the method are violated. Despite its large total size, the

Mandarte data set is a relatively difficult example because

the number of nests per year is limited (25% of years yield
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Figure 3 Effect of sample size on estimated number of reproduc-

tive attempts. Upper panel: coefficient of variation of the posterior

mean number of reproductive attempts over 100 simulations,

against sample size. Lower panel: median (thick line), 2.5% and

97.5% quantiles (dashed lines) of the 100 posterior means for the
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shows the true value used in the simulations.
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fewer than 55 nests, while only 25% exceed 115 nests), and

in some years the distribution of laying dates shows little

evidence of bimodality. However, we find using simulations

that our method gives reasonable estimates even with

relatively small sample sizes (i.e. 100 data) when model

assumptions are satisfied. A comparison of fitted against

empirical distributions of laying dates is essential in order to

assess the reliability of B estimates. Many factors may

influence the precision of the results, either alone or in

combination, including sample size, the adequacy of the

hypothetical underlying distributions, the separation of the

two distributions and seasonal biases in reporting. Note also

that the estimation errors tend to increase for smaller values

of p1, that is for larger numbers of breeding attempts B (see

Fig. S2.2 in Appendix S2). Both the increase in B and a

reduction in the number of nest records may explain the

larger variance in the yellowhammer estimates after 1985 in

the UK.

The ability to distinguish first breeding attempts from

subsequent ones depends on the combination of two main

factors: (1) the difference in the mean breeding date

between these two groups; (2) the variance about the mean

for each group (the degree to which individuals breed in

synchrony). Distinguishing first from second will become

easier as (1) increases and (2) decreases. Therefore, species

with short incubation + rearing + inter-attempt times will

thus tend to be more difficult to estimate unless the variance

in breeding dates is small. Long inter-attempt times should

always help discriminating first and subsequent attempts.

On the other hand, relatively long incubation + rearing

times should amplify the effect of failure rate by inducing

larger differences in re-breeding dates between individuals

that failed early and those that did not.

Is a reduction in breeding attempts the cause of the UK
yellowhammer decline?

The utility of our method is illustrated by the insight gained

into the reasons for farmland bird declines. Bradbury et al.

(2000) suggested that yellowhammers undertake up to three

breeding attempts, with a maximum of two successful ones.

Our large-scale estimates from the BTO data indicate on

average 1.66 breeding attempts per year for the yellowham-

mer, ranging from 1.27 to 2.37. This average may appear

low given that it includes failed attempts. In addition, late

nests are known to be under-represented in the BTO�s Nest

Record Scheme, with volunteer search effort tailing off after

July (Crick et al. 2003), whereas the yellowhammer breeding

season extends into August. As a consequence, late nests are

possibly under-represented and B is possibly underesti-

mated. However, our estimates at the end of the period are

consistent with our recent field data from Scotland (2005–

2006) that indicate an average of 2.31 attempts per pair, of

which 1.62 were successful. Ten per cent of pairs achieved

three successful attempts (see Table 1).

Our results show evidence for an increase in the relative

number of breeding attempts after 1985 that is concurrent

with the yellowhammer population decline in the UK. This

trend is robust to seasonal bias in nest records provided that

the bias did not change consistently over time, and there is

no evidence that this has occurred (R.A. Robinson,

unpublished data).

This finding has two major consequences. First, a

reduction in breeding frequency cannot be invoked to

explain the decline of the yellowhammer, as suggested

previously (Bradbury et al. 2000; Siriwardena et al. 2000). In

the decade before the population decline (1975–1985) there

averaged �1.3 breeding attempts per season, in the decade

after there were �2.3. This increase in breeding frequency

was concomitant with a twofold increase in yellowhammer

productivity per nesting attempt, due to a nearly 50%

decline in nest failure rate that preceded population decline

and which has remained at its lowest level since then

(Siriwardena et al. 2000). Therefore, total productivity per

nesting pair in the yellowhammer should have more than

doubled as its population has declined. Second, this increase

in both productivity per nesting attempt and breeding

frequency suggests a decrease in competition for breeding

resources between territorial pairs. In terms of yellowham-

mer conservation, the current high productivity per nesting

pair suggests that efforts to improve non-breeding habitat

quality may be more relevant at a large scale than those

directed at increasing breeding output (see for instance,

Siriwardena et al. 2007). Nevertheless, breeding habitat

improvement (see for instance, Douglas et al. 2009) may

be useful in areas where population density remains high

and competition for resources is likely.

Future directions

We aimed to develop and assess a novel method for estimating

breeding frequency, and use it to address long-standing

Table 1 Distribution of number of nesting attempts per breeding

pair of yellowhammer in the Scottish study sites (restricted to pairs

with all attempts known, N = 29). Figures are given in percentage

of pairs. Average number of attempts per pair was 2.31 and average

number of successful attempts per pair was 1.62

Number of

attempts

Number of successful attempts

Total0 1 2 3

1 3.4 3.4 0.0 0.0 6.9

2 3.4 10.3 41.4 0.0 55.2

3 3.4 13.8 10.3 10.3 37.9

Total 10.3 27.6 51.7 10.3 –
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questions about limits on populations of farmland birds (see

for instance, Newton 2004). In the case of UK birds, more

work is needed to estimate better the absolute number of

breeding attempts, in ways that correct for seasonal obser-

vation bias and parameterize demographic models. This next

step might be achieved by taking fuller advantage of Bayesian

approaches to combine Nest Record data from multiple

species with information from a smaller subset of species that

have been the subject of intensive studies. Because local,

intensive studies should have little or no bias in sampling

effort, they could be used to correct the seasonal sampling

bias in NRS volunteer-based records across species.

In a more general context, a large-scale simulation-based

assessment of the approach would be useful, for instance, to

assess quantitatively the consequences of departures from

simple initial assumptions, or the effects of sampling bias.

An obvious extension would involve including relevant

covariates on breeding date, for example altitude, latitude,

weather, or the presence or abundance of major brood

predators (Brown et al. 1999; Crick & Sparks 1999; Sanz

2003; Gordo et al. 2007). Relationships between breeding

phenology and nest failure rates are not straightforward

ecologically (Ratcliffe et al. 2005; Weggler 2006) or statisti-

cally. Nevertheless, including information on nest failure

rates, for which these data sets are often collected, may help

estimating the mean and standard deviation of laying dates,

particularly for late clutches.

C O N C L U S I O N

A merit of the approach was its ability to produce precise

estimates in spite of the relatively heterogeneous data and

the severe violation of its assumptions in several years. This

was indeed achieved by pooling information among years

through the use of random effects, while simulation suggests

that reasonable precision may be achieved with about 75

nest records in single-year data sets. The method proved

useful in addressing the role of variation in the number of

breeding attempts in a declining farmland bird, the

yellowhammer. This method is applicable to a number of

multi-brooded bird species, to single brooded species with

replacement clutches and to non-avian species with repeated

reproductive events per season. In particular, however, our

method should allow researchers to revisit and use more

thoroughly historical data sets to extract key demographic

parameters essential for predicting the temporal and spatial

dynamics of populations.
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